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Each time your Windows OS formats a hard drive, it assigns a new generated serial number to it. This number applies only to this hard drive and will never be used on other drives. Can I remove the msvcr120.dll (SSFW) file from Windows OS? Please tell me if it is possible to recover a deleted file using the "Device Manager" function Hello! Help me please! On my computer, when I start Windows,
I get the error "Unable to execute the MSWindows Media Player application. One of these variables may have already been declared. It may also happen that this variable has already been assigned to some device. If so, please elaborate explain why and how you did it. Hello. After reinstalling Windows on a new hard drive, you need to create a bootable USB flash drive with the Windows 7 distribution.
Install, write from a USB flash drive. Already the time of the flash drive is coming to an end, and it just does not even turn on after the installation starts. Only restarting the computer and installing from the installation disk helps Hello Michael. Reinstalling the operating system with disk formatting is a good experience, but it does not involve a thorough data recovery. I recommend using the following
programs. Bootable flash drives based on Windows 7 Of all the programs for data recovery on Flash drives, I use only one, which I hear about for the first time, and whose name I have not heard. To recover files from faulty drives (when the hard drive is no longer readable), I use the Bios program, and recovering to deleted partitions is the Revo Uninstaller utility. Program for recovering deleted files
CrystalDiskInfo is primarily designed to recover damaged data in the file system: Hex files, ReStore, Victoria and PJM. This is a program that can find any file that is not written to the disk. It is also possible to recover deleted partitions. Let's look at how this program differs from the rest and how it works: You can quickly recover any deleted content that you want (for example, audio, photos, videos,
documents, etc.) if bad sectors were overwritten or if the integrity of the file system was violated, that is, the system was reinstalled without formatting disk media. For example: if a flash drive with important data was deleted, then it will be very difficult to restore them.Recovery of deleted and stolen
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